Time & Attendance
FLEXIBLE, RELIABLE, AND EASY-TO-USE
MAKING MANAGEMENT OF YOUR EMPLOYEE ATTENDANCE EASY.
Apollo Payroll’s Time and Attendance dramatically improves productivity, accuracy
and reliability of your payroll process. Our time and attendance frees up
management time and ﬁnancial resources for better use in your business. Apollo’s
Timekeeping is available in a variety of conﬁgurations that can be tailored to match
the requirements of your business. When it is time to run payroll, employees’ hours
are automatically in the payroll system.

FIND OUT WHAT A TIME MANAGEMENT PARTNER SHOULD BE;
the optimal partner can help you save.

Using Apollo Payroll’s Time and Attendance solutions payroll is made easier because you no longer have to gather time sheets,
compute the total hours and re-key into your payroll system. All that is done automatically and accurately. Our time and attendance
system makes it virtually impossible to submit inaccurate time data, eliminating the temptation for employees to steal time.
Employees are issued time cards, which allow them to clock in and out through an electronic time clock or they can simply log in to
our secure web clock with a user name and password to clock in and out. This system gives employees a simple way to clock while
providing you an accurate account of the time worked. It also allows you to view reports that can help you keep an eye on your staﬀ’s
eﬃciency. Over 20 hours of productivity are lost per year by an employee who arrives late, extends a break or lunch or leaves early.

REAL-TIME DASHBOARD & REPORTS

MOBILE- GPS

Apollo Payroll’s Time and Attendance solution provides
information to help you manage your business. You specify
the date range and we provide the details. Some of the
most popular views include

Through Employer on the GO, your clients can now
monitor exactly where employees clock in and out through
GPS Timekeeping, giving them the accountability and
ﬂexibility for on location jobs.

• Time Worked
• Approaching Overtime
• Exception/Missed Punch
• Attendance Summary
• Job Tracking
• Time and Job
• Tardy and Absent
• Historical Timekeeping

• Set and save company points (on location oﬃce/job sites) by

either typing in an address, dropping a pin or setting longitude
and latitude locations
• Ability to set an accepted punch point radius for each location
• Map/ street (displaying street names) or a satellite view option
• Employees can be added and interchanged to diﬀerent
locations, departments and jobs
• Employers will be able to see the latitude, longitude and radius
to the company point an employee checks in and out of

EMPLOYEE SCHEDULING
Manage and access reports on employee schedules
instantly, accurately, and from anywhere. The hassle of
manually adjusting is drastically reduced as changes are
easily created or altered and then automatically
updated with payroll data.

For more information, contact:

Apollo Payroll
299 Alhambra Circle, Suite 304
Coral Gables, FL 33134
www.apollopayroll.com

Phone: (877) 376-0033
Fax: (786) 513-3777
Email: support@apollopayroll.com

FLEXIBILITY
• Traditional Time Clock with WiFi
• Online Time Clock
• View, edit and approve time
• Employee Self Service and mobile access
• Track Breaks and Lunches
• Report Tips
• Clock by Job
• Enter Piece Work
• Automatically E-mail Reports
• Import Hours from other time systems such as POS
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